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CONCEPT: CARBON
●Of the bulk elements CHNOPS, if we exclude water, _________________ is the most abundant element in living systems.
□ Carbon is the main component of _______________ molecules (carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids & lipids).
□ Organic molecules: any molecules with covalently linked _________________ & __________________ atoms.
□ Hydrocarbons: organic molecules made of ______________ Carbon & Hydrogen atoms.
EXAMPLE: Circle the organic molecules in green and highlight the hydrocarbons in yellow.

PRACTICE: Organic molecules are defined as chemical compounds that contain:
a) Carbon.

b) Carbon & Oxygen.

c) Carbon & Nitrogen.

d) Carbon & Hydrogen.

Carbon is an Excellent Building Block
●Carbon’s ability to form ______ bonds makes it a flexible “atomic building block” for a variety of molecules.
□ Carbon “backbones” of organic molecules can vary in ______ ways:

1

Length.

2

Position of double bonds.

3

Branch points.

4

Linear vs. Ring forms.

EXAMPLE: Variations of Carbon Backbones.
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CONCEPT: FUNCTIONAL GROUPS
●Functional groups: groups of atoms that are reactive/____________________ & commonly found together.
□ Typically extend off of the carbon backbone of a molecule.
□ ______ functional groups are common in biology:

EXAMPLE: Which functional group is not present in this molecule?
a) Carboxyl.
b) Sulfhydryl.
c) Hydroxyl.
d) Amino.

PRACTICE: What is the name of the functional group shown in the figure?
a) Carbonyl.
b) Ketone.
c) Carboxyl.
d) Methyl.
e) Phosphate.
PRACTICE: All of the following are examples of functional groups in biology except:
a) -CH3.

b) -COOH.

d) -NH2.

e) -OH.

c) -H2O.
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CONCEPT: INTRODUCTION TO BIOMOLECULES
●Biomolecules: organic molecules that are essential to living organisms.
□ _______ primary classes of biomolecules:
1) Carbohydrates.

2) Proteins.

3) Nucleic Acids.

4) Lipids.

EXAMPLE: Classes of Biomolecules.

Map of the Lesson on Biomolecules
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CONCEPT: MONOMERS & POLYMERS
●Monomers: ____________, individual building blocks that can be repetitively linked together to form polymers.
□ Polymers: long chains of _____________ monomers linked together.
□ Monomers will ____________ depending on the type of biomolecule polymer.
□ Carbohydrates, proteins, & nucleic acids use consistent monomers to form polymers, but ___________ do NOT.
EXAMPLE: Monomers vs. Polymers.

Building & Breaking-Down Polymers
1) Dehydration ________________: forms covalent bonds to link individual monomers & ___________ a polymer.
2) _____________________: cleaves covalent bonds to ____________ down a polymer.
EXAMPLE: Formation & Breakdown of Polymers.

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements concerning dehydration reactions and hydrolysis is correct?
a) Dehydration reactions allow solutions to evaporate; hydrolysis reactions dissolve solutes.
b) Dehydration reactions and hydrolysis reactions assemble polymers from monomers.
c) Hydrolysis reactions create polymers from monomers; and dehydration reactions create monomers from polymers.
d) Dehydration reactions create polymers from monomers; hydrolysis reactions break down polymers.
PRACTICE: _________ bonds are formed between monomers to form a polymer.
a) Ionic bonds.

b) Covalent bonds.

c) Hydrogen bonds.

d) Hydrophobic bonds.

e). Nuclear bonds.
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CONCEPT: CARBOHYDRATES
●Carbohydrates: carbon-based-molecules hydrated with many ______________ groups (-OH).
□ Also referred to as _____________________, the Greek word meaning “sugars”.
●When “_____________________” was originally coined, it referred to compounds with the formula Cn(H2O)n.
□ ___________ carbohydrates: fit Cn(H2O)n formula exactly (ex. glucose).
□ ___________ carbohydrates: can slightly differ from Cn(H2O)n & can also have ____, N or S atoms too.
EXAMPLE: Simple vs. Complex Carbohydrates.

PRACTICE: Which of the following chemical formulas represents that of a simple carbohydrate?
a) C2H2O2.

b) C6H12O6.

c) C5H4O3.

d) C3H6O9.

3 Size Classes of Carbohydrates
1) _________saccharide: a single carbohydrate unit or _________________ (ex. glucose).
2) _________saccharide: 2 to ~_______ covalently linked monosaccharides.
3) _________saccharide: _____ 20 covalently linked monosaccharides (_________________).
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CONCEPT: CARBOHYDRATES
Formation & Breakdown of Polysaccharides
●Recall: Dehydration Synthesis: links _________saccharides together to ____________ polysaccharides.
□ ___________________ Bonds: the covalent bonds that link monosaccharides together.
□ Hydrolysis: ______________ down polysaccharides into individual monosaccharides.
EXAMPLE: Formation of a maltose from two glucose molecules.

PRACTICE: Monosaccharides are linked together via a ______________ reaction, forming a _____________bond.
a) Hydrolysis ; Glycosidic.
b) Dehydration synthesis ; Hydrogen.
c) Hydrolysis ; Peptide.
d) Dehydration synthesis ; Glycosidic.
e) Hydrolysis ; Hydrogen.

PRACTICE: Which of the following chemical reactions results in energy release when glycosidic bonds are broken?
a) Condensation reaction.
b) Dehydration synthesis reaction.
c) Hydrolysis reaction.
d) Hydrogen bonding.
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CONCEPT: CARBOHYDRATES
Carbohydrate Functions
●Carbohydrates can be structurally & functionally _______________, but have ______ main functions:
1) Structural Support: used to build ____________________ (ex. cellulose, chitin, etc.).
2) Energy-Storage: used for ____________-term _________________-storage (ex. starch & glycogen).
EXAMPLE: Polysaccharides in Plants and Animals.
EMBED SOME OF THIS TEXT INTO THE IMAGE
●______________: most abundant carbohydrate on Earth & is found in plant cell walls (Ex. Tree leaves).
●___________: found in the exoskeletons of insects and crustaceans (Ex. Crab shells).
●Plants & Animals store ____________ as their major energy source in _____ ways:
1) _____________: the storage form of glucose in ___________.
2) ________________: the storage form of glucose in _______________.

PRACTICE: Animal cells store energy in the form of _________, and plant cells store energy in the form of ___________.
a) Sucrose ; glucose.
b) Disaccharides ; monosaccharides.
c) Starch ; glycogen.
d) Cellulose ; chitin.
e) Glycogen ; starch.
PRACTICE: Which polysaccharide is an important component in the structure of lobsters and insects?
a) Chitin.
b) Cellulose.
c) Starch.
d) Glycogen.
e) Polypeptides.
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CONCEPT: PROTEINS
●Proteins: a class of biomolecule polymers made of ____________ _________ monomers.
□ _______________ Bonds: covalent bonds linking adjacent amino acids together.
□ Protein polymers have directionality (______-terminal & ______-terminal ends).
EXAMPLE: Formation proteins from amino acid monomers.

Amino Acids
●Amino acids: the __________________ of proteins.
□ Each amino acid monomer contains common components & a unique ______-group.
□ Living organisms primarily use ________ different amino acids, each with a _____________ R-group.
EXAMPLE: Amino Acid Structure.

PRACTICE: The primary building blocks (monomers) of proteins are:
a) Glucose molecules.

b) Lipids.

c) Nucleotides.

d) Amino acids.

e) None of these.

PRACTICE: Which two functional groups are always found in amino acids?
a) Carbonyl and amino groups.

b) Carboxyl and amino groups.

c) Amino and sulfhydryl groups.

d) Hydroxyl and carboxyl groups.
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CONCEPT: PROTEINS
5 Protein-Related Terms
●_______ terms refer to amino acid chains that ___________ in length:
1) Amino acids: a single protein unit or _________________.
2) __________peptide: 2 to ~_______ covalently linked amino acids.
3) Peptide: ________ than 50 covalently linked amino acids.
4) __________peptide: ____________ than 50 covalently linked amino acids.
5) Protein: one or more polypeptide chains folded into in their ________________ forms.

PRACTICE: What term is used for an amino acid chain that has greater than 50 covalently linked amino acids?
a) Protein.

b) Peptide.

c) Amino acid.

d) Polypeptide.

Protein Structure
●Proteins have a hierarchy of structure organized into _____ levels:
1) Primary (_____°): types, quantity & ___________ of amino acids. Determines all other levels of structure.
2) Secondary (_____°): formation of either _____-helices or _____-sheets in the protein backbone.
3) Tertiary (_____°): overall 3D-shape of a polypeptide chain.
4) Quaternary (_____°): _________________ polypeptide chains associate to form a single, functional protein.
EXAMPLE: The four levels of protein structure:

_________ Protein Structure:
Types, quantity & order of amino
acids.

Secondary Protein Structure:
___-helices or ___-sheets.

___________ Protein
Structure: Overall 3D shape.

Quaternary Protein Structure:
___________ amino acid chains.

PRACTICE: The specific amino acid sequence in a protein is its:
a) Primary structure.

b) Secondary structure.

c) Tertiary structure.

d) Quaternary structure.
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CONCEPT: PROTEINS
PRACTICE: Which of the following is true of protein structure?
a) Peptide bonds are formed by hydrolysis.
b) Peptide bonds join the amine group on one amino acid with the R group of another amino acid.
c) Secondary protein structures are caused by hydrogen bonding between atoms of the peptide backbone.
d) Tertiary protein structure emerges when there is more than one polypeptide in a protein.

Denatured Proteins & Chaperones
●A protein’s structure & shape is critical for its proper _____________________.
●____________________ Protein: a _________-functional protein that has altered its shape.
□ Results from ________________ in the environment (ex. changes in pH, temperature, or salt concentration).
□ ____________________ Proteins: proteins that help other proteins can re-form their shape (or “re-nature”).
EXAMPLE: Protein denaturation and renaturing.

PRACTICE: What is the role of a chaperone protein?
a) Assist in RNA and DNA folding.
b) Assist in membrane transport.
c) Assist in protein denaturation.
d) Assist in dehydration synthesis reactions.
e) Assist in protein folding or re-naturing.
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CONCEPT: NUCLEIC ACIDS
●Nucleic Acids: a class of biomolecule polymers that store/encode _______________________ information (ex. DNA).
□ _________________________: monomers or “building blocks” of nucleic acid polymers.
□ Nucleic acid polymers have directionality (______ & ______ ends).
EXAMPLE: Formation of nucleic acids from nucleotide monomers.

Nucleotides
●Nucleotide monomers consist of ______ components:
1) a ________________ group.

2) a ______________ sugar.

&

3) a ____________________ base.

□ Deoxyribonucleic Acid (_______) & Ribonucleic Acid (________) use different sugars in their nucleotides.
EXAMPLE: DNA vs. RNA Nucleotides.

EXAMPLE: What is the difference between the sugar group in DNA and the sugar group in RNA?
a) The sugar group in DNA is a hexose, while the sugar group in RNA is a pentose.
b) The sugar group in DNA has an extra hydroxyl group than the sugar group in RNA.
c) The sugar group in DNA has one less hydroxyl group than the sugar group in RNA.
d) The sugar group in DNA contains one less carbonyl group than the sugar group in RNA.
e) The sugar group in DNA and RNA are not different.
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CONCEPT: NUCLEIC ACIDS
PRACTICE: Which of the following descriptions best fits the class of molecules known as nucleotides?
a) A nitrogenous base & a phosphate group.

b) A nitrogenous base & a sugar.

c) A nitrogenous base, phosphate group & a sugar.

d) A nitrogenous base, a carbohydrate, & a sugar.

5 Nitrogenous Bases
●________ different nitrogenous bases are grouped as pyrimidines or purines.
1) P___rimidines: single-ringed molecules.

&

2) Purines: double-ringed molecules.

●In DNA’s structure, nitrogenous bases on different DNA strands base-_________ together (A with T & C with G).

EXAMPLE: The purine nitrogenous bases are _____________:
a) Adenine and thymine.

b) Adenine and uracil.

c) Guanine and thymine.

d) Guanine and cytosine.

e) Adenine and guanine.

f) Uracil and thymine.

PRACTICE: The four nitrogenous bases commonly found if DNA are:
a) Adenine, thymine, cytosine, uracil
b) Uracil, adenine, cytosine, guanine.
c) Uracil, cytosine, guanine, thymine.
d) Adenine, thymine, cytosine, guanine.
e) None are correct.
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CONCEPT: NUCLEIC ACIDS
Formation & Breakdown of Nucleic Acids
●Recall: Dehydration Synthesis: links ______________________ together to ____________ nucleic acid polymers.
□ _______________________ Bonds: the covalent bonds that link nucleotides together.
□ Results in the sugar-phosphate “________________”.
□ Has directionality of _____’ phosphate end è _____’ hydroxyl end.

DNA vs. RNA
●Deoxyribonucleic acid (________) stores genetic/hereditary information in the cell.
□ Forms a _____________-helix with 2 _________-parallel strands connected by base-pair hydrogen bonding.
●Ribonucleic acid (__________) has a variety of functions including acting as a template for synthesizing proteins.
□ Usually forms a _____________-stranded nucleotide chain.
EXAMPLE: Structure of DNA & RNA.
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CONCEPT: NUCLEIC ACIDS
PRACTICE: Which of the following statements about DNA structure is true?
a) The nucleic acid strands in a DNA molecule are oriented antiparallel to each other.
b) Nucleic acids are formed through phosphodiester bonds that link complementary nucleobases together.
c) Hydrogen bonds formed between the sugar-phosphate backbones of the two DNA chains stabilize the structure.
d) The pentose sugar in DNA is ribose (containing two hydroxyl groups).
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CONCEPT: LIPIDS
●______________: hydrophobic biomolecules insoluble in water that are highly diverse in their structure & function.
□ Can also be ____________________: having ___________ hydrophobic & hydrophilic groups.
□ Do ________ form polymers (unlike the other classes of biomolecules).
□ Lipids include: fats & oils, phospholipids, steroids, & waxes.
EXAMPLE: Types of Lipids.

Fatty Acids
●Fatty Acids: hydrocarbon chains of varying length with a ____________________ acid.
1) Saturated Fatty Acids: fully ______________ with hydrogens (only contains C-C ___________ bonds).
□ ________________ at room temp.
2) Unsaturated Fatty Acids: ______ fully saturated with hydrogens due to presence of ≥ 1 C=C ___________ bond.
□ Double bond creates a bend or a “_________” in the chain, making them _____________ at room temp.
□ ____________ Fats: artificial unsaturated fatty acids that are NOT kinked (linear).
EXAMPLE: Saturated, Unsaturated & Trans Fats.

PRACTICE: Which type of fatty acids only contain Carbon-Carbon single bonds?
a) Unsaturated.

b) Saturated.

c) Trans fats.

d) Steroids.
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CONCEPT: LIPIDS
Triglycerides
●_______glycerides: a lipid with _______ fatty acid chains covalently linked to a single _______________ molecule.
□ Fatty acids linked to glycerol via _______________________ synthesis reactions.

PRACTICE: A triglyceride is a form of _______ composed of ___________.
a) Lipid ; fatty acids & Glucose.

b) Lipid ; Fatty acids & Glycerol.

c) Carbohydrate ; Fatty acids only.

d) Lipid ; Ribose.

Phospholipids
●Phospholipids: large class of lipids that contain a ___________________ group.
□ Major component of ALL __________ ________________________.
□ Amphipathic molecules with a ____________________ head and _______________________ tails.
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CONCEPT: LIPIDS
PRACTICE: How do phospholipids interact with water molecules?
a) The polar heads avoid water; the nonpolar tails attract water (because water is polar and opposites attract).
b) Phospholipids do not interact with water because water is polar and lipids are nonpolar.
c) The polar heads interact with water; the nonpolar tails do not.
d) Phospholipids dissolve in water.
Steroids & Waxes
●__________________: lipids that are made of _____ fused carbon ring structures.
□ Cholesterol: common steroid important for the structure of animal cell _____________________.

●______________: another class of lipid that can be used for protection & prevention of water loss.

.
PRACTICE: The molecule shown the figure is a ________.
a) Fatty acid.
b) Wax.
c) Steroid.
d) Triacylglycerol.
e) Phospholipid.
PRACTICE: Choose the correct statement about biological waxes:
a) They contain at least one steroid molecule.
b) They are fatty acids bound to long chain alcohol molecules.
c) They are extremely hydrophilic.
d) They are made of 4 fused carbon ring molecules.
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